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WHITE CAST IRON CASTINGS

Abstract: Applying the general theory of Box-Wilson
experimental design method, techno-economic optimization
of cast process for low-chrome white cast iron grinding
balls was performed in this work. Established dependence
between casting parameters: casting temperature  of low-
chrome white cast iron, cooling liquid flow rate , length of
time of  iron in the mould  units,  hardness of the castings
as an indicator of quality,HRC  is shown as an internal
standard of the company  the Industrijski kombunat "Guca"
AD Guca.  Specially developed casting process in a cluster
units was used in the  testing  process.
Keywords: Quality management, Pork quality, Principles,
Standards

1. INTRODUCTION

The subject of this research is a search
for a finely elaborated mathematical model
. More precisely. the issues is model and
method of optimization of parameters
which affect casting of low-chrome white
cast iron products. In the terms of practical
application of results, the examination if
the mathematical model is a fine
approximation of the real problems could
be of the most importance in the process of
casting of  low-chrome white iron products
and for the development  of the internal
company standards.[1]

Requirements of the global market,
increasing  technical skills and request for
economic efficiency of foundries need for
rationalizations and optimization of cast
products. Applying the model of
optimization we succeeded in increasing in
the products quality in the production
process of grinding balls in the
IK”Guča”AD. [2]

2.  EXPERIMENTAL PART

The research was conducted applying
the general theory of Box-Wilson gradient
technique of techno economic assessment
of the process.

This method is appropriate if the noise
field (dispersion field) in investigated
process is relatively small and to determine
working conditions of the process by
identifying line gradients or optimal route
orders of the process management at
unknown objective function form.
(experimental and statistical process
control and optimization based
on empirical feedback)

2.1 Levels of facors and experimental
plan

Factor values which affect hardness if
grinding balls and selection of levels of the
factors are obtained from ongoing
practice,  literature data base, accumulated
experience and single  preliminary tests
.[3,4]
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Levels of factors
Casting
teperature

Solidificat
ion time
in moulds

Cooling
liquid
flow rate

T/º t/s Q/L/min
Upper
level 1310 210 35

Main
level 1280 180 30

Medium
level 1250 150 25

Table 1- Levels of the facors

2.2 Planning matrix

The experiment was performed by
planning matrix given in table 2.[5] During
performing of the experiment, all other
parameters which influence hardness of
the grinding balls were held constant:
chemical copmosition of low-chrome
white cast iron (grinding balls) ,
temperature of the cooling water as well as
the mass of the balls in moulds (units)
(employed mould units of Ø60 with  20
balls in a cluster (Picture  2))..

Ordinal
number

Planning matrix Objective function (response)
x0 x1 x2 x2 y1 y2 y3 yi

1 1 -1 -1 -1 55 55 54 54,66
2 1 +1 -1 -1 57 56 57 56,66
3 1 -1 +1 -1 54 56 56 55,33
4 1 +1 +1 -1 55 54 55 54,66
5 1 -1 -1 +1 53 54.50 54 53,83
6 1 +1 -1 +1 54 54.50 55 54,50
7 1 -1 +1 +1 55 55 54 54,66
8 1 +1 +1 +1 54 54 55 54,33
9 1 0 0 0 53 52 53 52,66

Table  2- Planing matrix

Measuring of the casting temperature
was performed with immersion
pyrometer.(Picture 1).

Picture  1 – Measuring of the casting
temperature  with immersion pyrometer

Picture 2 – Mould units in the cast
process
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Table 3- Overview of  measuring results
Point
of
plan

Working  parameters HRC of
the
Ø60mm
ball

01 1250 ºC; 150 s; 25 L/min 54,66
02 1310 ºC; 150 s; 25 L/min 56,66
03 1250 ºC; 210 s; 25 L/min 55,33
04 1310 ºC; 210 s; 25 L/min 54,66
05 1250 ºC; 150 s; 35 L/min 53,83
06 1310 ºC; 150 s; 35 L/min 54,50
07 1250 ºC; 210 s; 35 L/min 54,66
08 1310 ºC; 210 s; 35 L/min 54,33
10 1280 ºC; 180 s; 30 L/min 52,66

2.3 Triple factorial cast of grinding balls

The flow of the cooling liquid (water)
was measured with precise industrial water
meters. (Picture 3).

Picture 3 – Measurement of the cooling
liquid flow rate

Solidification time in moulds is
controlled with special automatic device.
Specimen (Ø60 grinding embedded balls  )
were prepared for  measurement  by
mechanical processing. Specimen
hardness testing  by Rockewell C test, was
executed at Zastava Automobili AD PC
Centralni laboratorijum,  Metrološka
laboratorija Kragujevac,  which is granted
with certificate No  02-013 from   the
Accreditation Board of Serbia. [6]

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSION

Measuring results of the experiment with
forecasted  values of parameter

optimization  are indicated by the data in
Table  3.

Triple factorial process was tetested
using complete ortogonal plan 322 =k

with three time repetition at each  plan
point. [7]

Hardness  of  the  grinding  ball  by
Rockwell C test scales  (HRC) is presented
by the following model:

32112332233113

21123322110ˆ
xxxbxxbxxb

xxbxbxbxbby
+++

+++++=

 [8]
Where: 1x  [T(°C)] denotes temperature at

pouring, 2x  [t(s)] denotes length of
cooling time in the moulds and

3x [Q(l/min)] cooling liquid flow rate.
Optimal compesation of multifactorial

plans is presented with planning matrix of
a specific form and dinstinctive attributes (
triple factorial space).[9]
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;,...3,2,1 Ni = ,2 kN =

;87,540 =b ;17,01 =b ;04,02 -=b
;54,03 -=b ;50,012 -=b
;08,013 -=b

;21,023 =b ;25,0123 =b

So the regression model in  coded
coordinates is

3213231

21321

25,021,008,0
50,054,004,017,087,54ˆ

xxxxxxx
xxxxxy

++-
----+=

;66,54ˆ1 =y ;50,56ˆ 2 =y ;66,55ˆ3 =y
;66,54ˆ 4 =y ;82,53ˆ5 =y
;50,54ˆ6 =y
;66,54ˆ7 =y ;34,54ˆ8 =y

3.1 Dispersion of experimental results-
calculation

Depending on the form of the
experimental plan, conditions and
experimental exploration organisation,
availability of the existing experimental
reults etc., several cases should be
considerd in calculating the dispesion of
the experimental resluts or the
experimental error

)(2 ys .  In this work, of importance is:

Type III error: at all points  (total
number   N)  of  a  plan  X  ,  an  experiment
(measuring) iterates  n times
( -=== Nnnnn ...21 iteration).

Values of dipersion of experimental
results (experimental error), in the third
case, used in this work calculates from
eqution:
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3.2 Determination of residual dispersion

Having in mind that the Type III error
is dinstictive in this work, the following
general equation is appliable:
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The processed results, according to

Type III error equation, are indicated in

Table 4 ,  so that ,for  applied  experiment

repetitions (ortogonal plan), the dispersion

of regression coefficient acording to

equation:
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criterion

are:
;15,6690 =rt ;07,21 =rt ;49,02 =rt

;58,63 =rt ;09,612 =rt ;97,013 =rt

;56,223 =rt ;05,3123 =rt

Ordinal
number

Overview of the processed results

1y 2y 3y iy 2
is iŷ ( )2ˆ ii yy -

1 55 55 54 54,66 0,22 54,89 0,0529
2 57 56 57 56,66 0,22 55,30 1,8496
3 55 56 56 55,33 0,33 54,73 0,36
4 55 54 55 54,66 0,33 55,14 0,2304
5 53 54,50 55 53,83 0,58 53,90 0,0049
6 54 54,50 55 54,50 0,25 54,31 0,0361
7 55 55 54 54,66 0,33 53,75 0,8281
8 54 54 55 54,33 0,33 53,85 0,2304

87,54=y å= 59,2 å= 0258,0

Table 4- Overview of processed results

3.3 Verification of the adequacy of model

The next step in  the dispersion
analysis in the process of mathematical
modeling of the process presents verifying
the adequacy of the  model:
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and it is called F - criterion or  Fisher test.

Since we are talking about system of
repetition of experiment n  times at each
point of hypercube, it will be:

;4)1()1(0 =--+-= mNkNf LF

According to equation:

,2
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E
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sF =  the following calculated

result is obtained

12,0=rF
which is smaller than  the table value

0,3=tF  for 4=Rf , 16=Ef and

%5=a , that is 0,312,0 =<= tr FF
from which fallows that obtained model
(multiple regression equation) adequately
describes triple factorial process. The table
values tF  according to values of 21 , ff
and a ([12] indicates, in tables  X i XI,
values for tF  at 05,0=a depending on

Rfk =1 and Efk =2 ).

3.4 Evaluation of  significance of the
regression coefficient

For the number of degrees of freedom
16=Rf  and the accepted  significance
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level %5=a   the table value  is
75,1=tt so, according to condition of

significance tri tt > , follows that the

coefficients, that is 0b , 1b , 2b , 3b ,

12b , 23b , 123b , are significant and

coefficients 2b and 13b are insignificant.
These latter could be, in accordance with
previously mentioned, removed from the
model without correction of values of
significant coefficients, so that the definite
form of the  model is:

32132

2131

25,021,0
50,054,017,087,54ˆ

xxxxx
xxxxy

++
+--+=

or in natural coordinates  (applying  stated
equation of transformation):

32132

2131

00005,007,0
002,044,1241,054,453ˆ

xxxxx
xxxxy

+-
--++-=

Confidence limits of the model of
regression coefficient are defined in
equation :

),()( ysctbbtsbbb iiiiiii ±=±=D±

where -= ttt denotes the table value of
t - criterion for the number of degrees of
freedom   which is used to obtain )(2 ys
for the chosen level of significance )(a .

14,0082,075,1 ±=×±=D± iii bbb
Where 75,1== ttt  for 16=Ef  i

%5=a  , table IV. [12]

For the diagrammatic representation of the dependence between following input
parameters of cast process : temperature of pouring of low chrome white  cast iron ( )1x ,

length of time of the casting in moulds ( )2x , cooling liquid flow rate ( )3x  and hardness of the

products HRC - ( )y  MATLAB Software Suite was used. [10,11]

Picture 4 – Dependnece  of the input parameters of casting and the hardness of the grinding
balls   at steady flow
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3.5 Metallographic analysis

Metallographic analysis was
performed  over  the  cross  section  of  the
ball (calotte removed at 5 -10 mm of the
ball surface), after  common specimen
preparation (grinding, polishing, etching).
[13]

Microstructure picture  were made
over  the diameter of the cross section near
the surface, at 2.5 and 10 mm from the
surface towards the ball centre, as well as
in the centre of the ball.

Based on the metallographic analysis
of the Ø60 grinding balls, the ball made in
the  new technology has the  structure
which provides better exploitation
qualities.

Within this class of material  (low
percent of Cr), applying higher cooling
rates, we could obtain finer structure of
castings  and  in  such  way  increase  the
hardness of the castings.

4. CONCLUSION

In the tecnological process of copper ore
preparation  (flotation), two types of
grinding balls could be employed:
1) high chrome balls with  (10-12)%Cr,
cast in send moulds wherein required
mechanic qualities are obtained with the
heat treatment, afterwards.
2) low chrome balls  (2.2-2.8)%Cr cast in
meatal moulds forceidely cooled by water
to obtain required recrystallisation.
 The latter technology, having in mind
chemical structure and lackness of heat
treatment, appears more economical , and
with suitable parameter values (casting
temperature, lenght of cooling time in
mould units, cooling liquid flow rate )
provides the desired casting quality. In the
production in the condition of  serial
production(30tons /daily) the big issue is
to obtain steady values of the casting
temperatures with low deviations

(1300± 10)°C. It  was found that
temperature  varies  in the range from 1250
to 1310°C.Along
with other technological parameters of
certain values (length of cooling time in
metal moulds, the cooling liquid flow rate
through the chamber of tools)  the balls
with good mechanical features of  can be
obtained.

As a result of the experiment, the
following dependence

32132

2131

25,021,0
50,054,017,087,54ˆ

xxxxx
xxxxy

++
+--+=

between ball hardness Rockwell –C (HRC)
and the casting temperature T(°C), water
flow  rate  through  moulds,  Q(l/min),   and
lenght of cooling time  in mould units  t(s),
for grinding balls  (chemical composition:
C%=3.4-3.7, Si%=0.6-0.8, Cr%=2.3-2.6,
Pmax%,Smax%=0.1) is obtained.. Ball
quality evaulation was performed by
microstructure analysis of the cross section
surface over the diameter and  by
measuring hardness on the same surface on
the ball specimen, testing  the ball made in
the previous technology and the ball made
acording to conditions in this experiment.

Picture 5 – Microstructure – previous
technology

The  microsructure of the ball cast
in previous techology is shown  in Picture
5, performed  in the ball centre enlarged
500 times (casting temperatue T=1300°C,
length of time of cast in mould units t=180
s, free cooling flow rate). The average
hardness over the ball cross section is 53
HRC. The mikrostrukture picture reveals
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presence of pearlite ( created by
transformation of  primarily isolated
austenite of dendritic morphology) and
eutectic carbide (FeCr)3C. The structure is
rough and uneven .

Picture 6 – Microstructure -  new
technology

Picture   6 shows the microstructure in
the ball centre enlarged 500 times, wherein
the ball was cast in experimental condition
decribed in this work. The average
hardness  in  the  cross  section  is  57  HRC.
This ball has pearlitic-carbide
microstructure, rather uniform and finer.
Considering needle-like flakes and
randomly  oriented morphology of the
phase , the hardness is higher compared to
previous specimen, which results in
higher striking toughness.

Considering these results, with
functional dependence,

32132

2131

25,021,0
50,054,017,087,54ˆ

xxxxx
xxxxy

++
+--+=

given in the final form, the hardness of the
balls, as the basic indicator of quality of in
the process of low-chrome white cast iron
balls,  can be controlled by controlling the
parameter of casting temperature, lenght of
time of cast in mould units and cooling
liquid flow rate.

Considering picture (4), it can be
concluded  that  the   cast  optimum  can  be
obtained with the following values of
parameters:

min/25;150,1310 321 LxsxCx === o

With these values, the hardness is 75,53
HRC, which was the objective in this

work.
In order to gain more efficient casting

operating management, given results can
be accepted as internal factory standard for
grinding ball casting management, with
previous implementing of all regulations in
the process of internal standardization, the
defining process of  standardization, (
planning, operating, distribution, review
and innovation), followed with
implementation of the new standard and its
advancement.
Nowadays industrial companies face the
substantive changes in ways of doing
business .The issue of global
(international) standardization becomes
more important and complicated. In this
circumstances , companies should change
their relation towards standards and
standardization process, and constantly
review their missions , aims and strategic
plans.
Internal standardization has  a  significant
and potential strategic power  and makes
the powerful instrument of industrial
management in companies.  Decisions
considering standardization nowadays
impact  strategic policy, therefore they
should be  shaped ( or  at least  influenced)
by the higher management, and often the
highest management (top management) of
the company.
Using internal company standardization
activities, along with general consensus of
employees, having in mind external
standards existing on higher levels,
solutions for scientific, technical and
economic problems of the company can be
obtained. Solutions are to be codified and
documented as internal standards for
multiple usage in order to achieve
optimum degree of order in the context of
any aspect of business.
The degree of conformation between
internal and external standards in this case
of standardization of low-chrome white
iron castings in IK”Guča” AD is :
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• The internal standard which codifies
operations which is intellectual
property of the company.

Knowledge – which is a form of assets in –
IK ”Guča” AD is mainly  not documented
and   exists   in  form  of  accumulated
experiences of the employees. In order to
preserve, acquire and transfer that
experience within the company, and to
prevent possible discontinuation of the
production process caused by possible
leaving of some the experts, knowledge
management should be implemented.
In that sense, this work, which aim is

standardization of low-chrome white iron
castings applying method of optimization
and establishment of the internal company
standard, can be applied in IK ”Guča” AD
Guča, according to author and  should be
considered as an  instrument of knowledge
management, that is, capital property
management.
By defining the internal company
standards, the process of standardization of
casting of low-chrome white iron grinding
balls would be completed  using the
method of  techno-economic optimziation
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